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Introduction
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls are often used in common civil engineering structures, especially in roadways infrastructures or conventional railways as well. Nevertheless only few of them have been built for High Speed Trains (HST) railways, and one can wonder what would be the dynamic response of a MSE structure under loading caused by HST passage. Effects of trains passing on railways are well known and presented in several publications dealing with track behavior [1] , [2] , often focused on ballast [3] , [4] , [5] or sleepers [6] or more generally with the response of the surrounding environment [7] , [8] .
Nevertheless, the specificities of MSE walls used for HST railways are not taken into account in these states of the art.
On the other hand, several aspects of MSE behavior are well known from now, since this material was invented by Henri Vidal in 1963: either fundamental aspects like static analysis experimentations [9] , pull-off tests [10] or more specific investigations like analyzing the impact of corrosion on steel strips of MSE wall [11] . From a numerical point of view, special attention has been paid to develop good practices in modeling MSE walls, using finite elements models (for example [12] , [13] ) or finite differences models [14] as well, under several static loading conditions, or to model pull-out tests.
Special investigations have also been performed to estimate the seismic response of similar structures under earthquake, with the help of full-scale experimentation [15] , centrifuge models [15] , reduced scale models [16] or more conveniently 2D-FEM models like in [17] , [18] , [19] . According to parametric studies based on realistic walls geometry, these authors pointed out that the response of a reinforced wall to an earthquake was strongly linked with the geometry of the embankment, the material properties, as well as the earthquake motion.
Although some full scale investigations on MSE walls have been performed decades ago [20] or more recently [21] to study the influence of train loading on MSE, only few (2D) numerical model have been proposed [14] to explain the obtained results. This lack of consistent models is even more regrettable because all of these authors have found that dynamic effects have a significant influence on the reinforcement-ground interaction.
Then, from results both from seismic analysis of MSE walls and from experiments under dynamic loading, it has been found necessary to properly analyze the dynamic behavior of an MSE wall subjected to such loading, and then to propose a satisfying 3D model, able to describe the behavior of reinforced earth during the loading. The development of a 3D dynamic analysis should make it possible to get a better accuracy than the 2D models previously proposed either in [14] , [17] , [18] or [19] .
To reach these two goals, a full scale experimental MSE railway embankment has been built in 2009 at the Large Scale Road Test Division (CER) of Rouen, and has been submitted to several static and dynamic loads. The experimental setup and some of the results have been presented in [21] , and static analyses can be found in [12] , [13] . The aim of this paper is to analyze the results obtained under dynamic loads and then to model the performed tests using 3D finite element simulations. The first part presents the experiment; the second part shows some of the results obtained, which highlight the dynamic behavior of the structure. Finally the numerical FEM model is presented, and the simulations are compared with the experiment. Displacements and velocities have been computed as functions of time, but results are presented in the frequency domain in order to compare them with experimental data.
Presentation of the full scale embankment

Geometry and materials
To assess the performance of Mechanically Stabilized Earth walls under High Speed Train loading, a full-scale test on a model of railway embankment has been carried out at the sublayer is chosen from an untreated gravel material (0/31.5 mm), while ballast is a crushed and washed 31.5/50 mm material coming from the same quarry than sublayer material. Both materials comply with the specification of high-speed tracks, as recommended in [22] .
The embankment material is a 40 mm-sifted clayey gravel. The grain size is characterized by d50 = 0.28 mm and cu =d60 /d10 = 4.86.
The wall facing consists in 1.5 m × 1.5 m cross-shaped concrete panels. Four reinforcement strips of galvanized steel are connected to each panel. These strips are standard ribbed strips, 3.5 m long, 45 mm wide and 5 mm thick. Each strip has a reference number.
This article sets the focus on the results obtained for strips #36 and #46 as shown in Figure 3 under the names of A36 and A46.
Sensors installation
An overall view of the sensors installation is shown in Figure 2 .
Displacements sensors (LVDT) are placed close to the interface between the sublayer and the backfill, in order to monitor the vertical displacements of this interface during loading. Accelerometers are also located within the backfill bulk, close to the LVDT sensors.
They only measure vertical accelerations. It is worth noting that a steel plate was laid at the sublayer-backfill interface, the LVDT sensors were placed within a cased wellbore and linked with the substratum taken as reference, as it is shown in Figure 4 .
Two vertical stresses sensors are located close to the #46 strip providing values of vertical confining pressure during dynamic loading.
Strain gauges are glued on strips #36 and #46, as shown in Figure 2 , measuring tensile forces within these reinforcements. In the following, the gauges are reset at the end of the MSE wall construction, and only incremental tensile forces are presented.
More details on the procedure followed to calibrate these sensors are available in [21] . 
Loading
The sleepers have been loaded by a hydraulic jack applying a dynamic force on the top of each sleeper. First, static loads are applied, at 30, 60 and 90 kN. Then the embankment behavior under various dynamic loading sequences is analyzed. For each loading sequence, around 10,000 load cycles are applied either on the reinforced structure or on the classical embankment structure. This number of cycles allows studying the embankment modal behavior in established harmonic regime. Transient regime, delays or fatigue due to very high number of cycles is not presented in this article. Most of the results presented in part 3 are related to loadings on the RS sleeper, but some of them correspond also to a load applied on the CE sleeper.
As shown in Figure 5 (for three cycles), the applied load consists of a static part Fmean (mean value of loading) and a harmonic part of amplitude ΔF. Two loading sequences have been led, for different values of Fmean and ΔF, as detailed in Table 1 . The experimental setup made it possible to apply harmonic loads but not more complex loads associated to HST passing on rails.
For each loading sequence, several frequencies have been tested. They correspond to the first natural frequencies of the rail displacements due to HST passing for a speed up to 300 km/h. Their values are obtained by dividing the characteristic lengths of an HST wagon (bogie to bogie length, wheel to wheel length for one bogie, etc…), by its speed (more details about HST frequency characterization can be found in [6] or [8] ). Such HST signature is for example shown in Figure 6 (taken from [8] ), which shows the rail deflexion spectrum for a 300 km/h passing HST. This figure does not take into consideration higher frequencies that may exist due to unevenness of wheels or rails (as presented in [23] ). For the experimentation at the CER, it has been choosen to not consider frequencies higher than 35 Hz, like authors also do in this article, because they do not lead to significant displacement below the sleepers (they are actually filtered by the elastomeric under sleeper pads as explained in [21] ). Table 1 gives targeted and actual values of loads used in the different cases: 
Data acquisition
For each sensor (see Figure 3 , Figure 4 and Figure 5 ), for a given loading sequence and frequency, a sample of 100 loading cycles is recorded. The mean value of variation amplitude during these 100 cycles is then considered as the experimental value corresponding to the amplitude of dynamic response, for each sensor. Detailed characteristics of sensors are available in [24] while verification and acquisition of the measures are detailed in [21] .
Analysis of the experimental results
The following results are presented in frequency domain. Each point represents the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal given by the corresponding sensor, assuming the established harmonic regime is reached. Experimentally, this is valid when the output signal starts to be periodic.
Sensors within the embankment (located as described in 2.2) gave results for the two loading sequences. Since Fmean as well as the actual ΔF for each frequency are different from one loading sequence to another, it is worth rescaling the results in order to compare them.
Linearity hypothesis
Since the actual load magnitude depends on the loading sequence (as presented in Table   1 ), experimental results have been rescaled (linearly) to correspond to an equivalent amplitude F=35kN. As shown in Figure 7 , rescaled tensile force increments spectra as well as vertical displacements at subgrade/backfill interface globally present similar values for both loading sequences.
The results indicate that tensile forces in the strips as well as vertical displacements values at the top of the backfill do not depend on the mean static load (55 kN vs. 35 kN).
Moreover, these results also indicate that dynamic response of the reinforced embankment depends linearly on the amplitude of the applied dynamic load.
This has been not observed for the vertical displacement immediately below the ballast, which means that this material does not have a linear behavior even for a small range of loading amplitude variation: this point is discussed in 3.2.1.
Horizontal facing displacements have only been measured for loading sequence #2, but following the conclusion above, it can be assumed that they show a linear variation with the dynamic increment of load.
Finally the re-scaling process of the results validates the assumption that the behavior of the structure is linear with respect to the applied load (except for the ballast layer), which makes it possible to compare the variations of experimental values with frequency distributions, regardless of the loading sequence or the actual ΔF.
Computation of vertical displacements from accelerations data
Presentation
Due to the difficulty of inserting displacements sensors within the bulk (see 1.2) only few experimental values have been obtained for the vertical displacements. However, acceleration sensors collected much more data. Since this article is focused on the behavior of the structure under monofrequential load in harmonic steady state, the results given by the accelerometer have been used to derive the amplitude of the displacement, from the frequency and the amplitude of the vertical acceleration. More sophisticated methods are available (as presented for example in [25] ) but there are not pertinent here, because the problem here only concerns small harmonic variations in linear domain. Acceleration sensors are model FA-101 from FGP company. They have a 2%
constructor precision in the 0-300 Hz range of frequency and have been satisfyingly tested for accelerations from 0 to ± 10 g. More details on calibration and data sampling are available in [24] . The comparison between computed and monitored displacements is available in Figure   8 . Please note that acceleration sensors and LVDT sensors are actually distant of 10 cm (see Figure 2 ). The results shown in Figure 8 indicate a good agreement between measured displacements and displacements computed from measured accelerations.
Results
A comparison between measured and computed-from-acceleration vertical displacements at the ballast-sublayer interface has also been performed. The results were there not in good agreement to each other. A possible explanation is the coarse-grained structure of ballast which may give rise to strong differences between the accelerations and displacements at points close to each other (see 3.2.1).
Conclusion
The good agreement between measured and computed-from-acceleration displacements gives the opportunity to use acceleration data to compute displacements at frequencies where no displacements measurements are available. It also allows having a better confidence in LVDT measurements values. Again, the consistency between measured and computed from acceleration displacements has been found to be valid only within the backfill and not in the ballast layer.
Complementary results
An easy way to represent the dynamic behavior of the experimental embankment is to study the response of the different sensors in the frequency domain (analysis of the spectrum).
Then, it is possible to find some dynamic characteristics of the embankment such as its resonance frequency, its amplification magnitude and to predict what would be the answer of such structure under HST loading, especially in terms of additional tensile force in the reinforcement strips, displacements of the facing or settlement of the railway.
Consequently, as explained in 2.1, rescaled incremental sensor responses are plotted at different frequencies. Part of these results is already given in [21] , but here one can focus specially on frequency dependence of displacements, stresses and reinforcement tensile force at different points within the embankment.
In the curves shown below, response of sensors is almost always plotted for dynamic loading on the sleeper placed on the MSE structure, but in some cases, the results obtained for loads applied on the sleeper above the classical embankment are also available.
Whenever possible, dynamic results are compared with static ones. As the static part of the load is taken equal to 55 kN, comparisons are made with the static 60 kN load, which provides a value for a frequency equal to 0 Hz. This makes it possible to compute the dynamic amplification coefficient of each measured field.
Spectrum of the tensile force increment in strip #36, the facing horizontal displacements and the vertical stress at sublayer backfill interface are shown in Figure 9 to Figure 12 . In order to get a good estimation of the global behavior of the reinforced structure, spectrum of mean horizontal displacements of the facing as well as the mean tensile force in armature #36 are shown, respectively in Figure 11 and in Figure 13 . Note that in Figure 10 , the values corresponding to 5 Hz do not seem consistent with global traction distribution: this frequency will not be considered in the following. Note that following material parameters listed in Table 4 , the wavelength for both compressive (λP) and shear (λS) waves into the embankment material are in the ranges given in Table 2 , for each frequency. In earthquake engineering, a simple criterion to assess resonance of a single layer is when the loading frequency reaches the natural frequency of the layer, i.e. when λs=4H, with H the thickness of the backfill material. Here, the 25 Hz resonance does not correspond to this equality, because the problem is clearly different than earthquake condition, with strong 3D feature.
Analysis of the amplification factor
Stresses
Experimental data of stresses is only available at the top of the backfill bulk (10 cm below the backfill/sublayer interface). As shown in Figure 9 , a resonance seems to appear for a frequency in the range 28-30 Hz. The amplification factor compared to static case is roughly equal to 2.5.
Tensile forces
A strong frequency dependency is highlighted, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 .
The tensile force amplitude in the first 1.5 m depends on the frequency and also on the loaded sleeper. In both cases, tensile forces in strip #36 present an amplification coefficient up to roughly 2.5 times the equivalent static tensile force, for the range of studied frequencies. No clear resonance frequency is highlighted. In other words, strips can present significant variations in tensile forces under dynamic loading, even for a load applied on the nearby classical embankment. This behavior is certainly due to resonance phenomena within the whole embankment but no simple explanation on the shapes of these curves can be given.
Nevertheless, that may mean that the localization of the maximum of the incremental tensile force may be shifted along the reinforcement, depending on the frequency loading, and regardless of the loaded sleeper. Note however that the incremental tensile force within the strips remains very small compared to the tensile force in these strips at the end of the embankment construction, which is in the order of 5 kN [21] .
Displacements
Horizontal facing displacements are shown in figures Figure 12 and Figure 13 while vertical ones are shown in Figure 8 . It can be noticed that horizontal displacements present roughly a 2.5 times amplification for a frequency equal to 25 Hz.
The amplitude of these incremental displacements, even at resonance, does not excess 0.06 mm which is almost insensitive from a backfill stability point of view.
Concluding remark
An analysis of the amplification factor for tensile forces, stresses and displacements have been performed. It clearly shows that those fields are strongly dependant to the loading frequency. But no simple behavior with unique mode or resonance frequency can be highlighted, as the embankment is a heterogeneous 3D system, and as the loading is located.
For facing displacement for example, it may be possible than other modes exists at higher frequencies, but those will probably less excited as the main frequencies of the HST signal stay under 35 Hz.
Study of the damping ratio
The variations of the experimental horizontal displacement with frequency allow deriving the damping ratio in the embankment, under assumption that it behaves in this direction as a one-dimensional damped oscillator.
Two different methods may be used [26] to get the damping ratio . They are both based on the knowledge of the amplification factor. The first one consists in directly comparing horizontal displacement increment at 0 Hz (static case) and at resonance:
According to Figure 13 , this leads to a damping ratio ξ=4.4%.
The second technique consists in estimating the bandwidth of the experimental Frequency Response Function (FRF). To do this, an analytical FRF has been fitted as well as possible to the experimental horizontal displacement values (called u) as shown in Figure 14 .
The best fit is obtained for a resonance frequency of 24.5 Hz and a damping ratio ξ of 9%.
Thus, one gets a range of damping ratio under in situ condition. which is useful to choose a numerical value for the FEM model (see part 3.2.2). The difference in the damping ratio estimation given by the two different methods is because the experimental values do not fit perfectly with the chosen FRF. 
Procedure description
The full test described in part 1 is numerically modeled using the finite element code Cesar-LCPC. This code has been developed by IFSTTAR (the French Institute of science and technology for transport, development and networks) since the 1980's. A general overview of its functionalities and applications in geotechnical and civil engineering can be found in [27] .
One of the software modules is dedicated to the computation of the dynamic response of a structure subjected to dynamic loads by direct integration (see [28] ). The code solves the familiar problem :
where K, M and C are the stiffness matrix, the mass matrix and the damping matrix, while  
denote the nodal values of the displacement, the velocity and the acceleration respectively.  
represents the applied loads.
The numerical solution is based on the Newmark algorithm [29] , with parameters chosen to get unconditional stability. This numerical integration scheme also entails a numerical dissipation which tends to attenuate the high frequency modes [30] .
As the aim of the model is to correctly give the incremental response of the embankment under dynamic harmonic loading, it is decided to model neither the embankment construction nor the static part of the loading detailed in part 1.3.
The initial displacements, velocities and accelerations are set to zero, then a harmonic force is applied on the sleeper over a number of cycles large enough to reach a harmonic solution (10 cycles considered here).
Assumptions
In order to find a simple numerical model of the full scale test, one chooses linear visco-elastic constitutive laws for each material so that the response of the model, for a chosen frequency, is linear with loading amplitude, which is consistent with the analysis of the experimental results performed in part 2.
All the parameters of this model are described in the sections below.
Material properties
One chooses every material parameter assuming they do not vary in the range of the studied frequencies.
In the case of the ballast and sublayer, elastic parameters can be taken from literature [1] and [22] . Modeling ballast as a linear visco-elastic continuum leads to a strong simplification compared with the real behavior of this material, especially under dynamic loading, as shown by many authors (for instance [3] , [4] or [8] ). This simplification is acceptable in so far as the analysis of the numerical results is restricted to the response of the embankment rather than the ballast layer.
The backfill material model is the major component of the full embankment, and the dynamic response of the whole structure is then closely linked to its behavior. The choice of the material properties of this material takes into consideration laboratory tests were performed on a material similar to that used in the experimental embankment. The tests have been carried out under various static loads and available in [31] . Given that the full scale embankment has been dynamically loaded, it is important to compare the confining pressure as well as the range of strain in the case of the experiment and in laboratory conditions, as summarized in Table 3 . 
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To be estimated
In the case of the CER experiment, the confining pressure at the base of the embankment has been estimated as a result of the earth pressure with density values shown in Table 4 . It is then possible to get an estimation of the Young's modulus in condition of dynamic loading, at least at the embankment base. As the mean deformation is in two orders of magnitude less than in the laboratory condition, the in-situ Young's modulus at the base of the embankment was, in a first step, taken equal to 300 MPa. A final numerical calibration of this parameter considering the actual geometry (under the assumptions detailed below) led to a value of 290 MPa, finally used in the numerical model. Moreover, in the numerical simulations, the Young's modulus of backfill is varying with depth to take into account the actual earth pressure as well as confining pressure coming from the embankment self-weight. The depth-dependent Young's modulus is chosen following equation (3). (after Janbu, [32] )
E0 is chosen so that at the base of the embankment (z=3.5 m), E is equal to the previously estimated value E=290 MPa and κ is taken equal to 1 m -1/2 .
Equation (3) is finally linearly approximated as shown in Figure 15 . 
Regarding the facing panels, the introduction of interface elements between panels (or other similar numerical procedures) is avoided by modeling the facing as a continuum with an elastic transverse isotropic constitutive law (same parameters in directions Y and Z, as shown in Table 4 : Material elastic parameters). Such a constitutive law makes it possible to consider a realistic modulus in the vertical direction together with a reduced flexural stiffness in the facing plane. However, with this simplifying assumption, the facing behaves as a continuum and not as an assembly of panels.
Considering these assumptions, parameters are chosen as following: Ey and Ez are chosen ten times smaller than Ex to take into account the presence of rubber wedges between concrete panels. The shear behavior in a plane containing the unit vector ex is described by means of a specific shear modulus G. The choice of this parameter allows reducing significantly the elastic restoring force due to facing flexion, which makes the model more consistent with the actual behavior of the facing made of discrete panels.
Contrary to what was done in the static case in [13] , it was not needed to model the interface between facing and embankment backfill, because only incremental displacements under dynamic loading are investigated and they do not imply differential settlement between facing and embankment.
The other material parameters are taken from [13] and [21] and given in Table 4 : 
Damping
Damping has been taken into consideration in the computation using Rayleigh model [26] : the global damping matrix is a linear combination of the global mass matrix (with coefficient ), and the global stiffness matrix (with coefficient β). Then the whole structure has the same damping coefficient. Coefficients  and  are chosen to get a damping ratio ξ of 5%. As harmonic loads only are applied to the structure, the exact values of such coefficients can be taken for each frequency as detailed in Table 5 ), following equation (5) (from [26] ).
The values of  and β are set for each frequency to the whole model, to ensure the damping ratio value is exactly equal to 5% and then to avoid making approximation on this parameter. 
Reinforcement model
Reinforcements are modeled using bar elements while the surrounding backfill is represented by volume elements, both kinds of elements having nodes in common.
Preliminary computations have been done, considering same displacements for the reinforcement and the surrounding soil (no interface behavior). These computations led to incremental tensile forces within the reinforcements much larger than the experimental values. Then it has been decided to use a so-call frictional bar model, in order to model more precisely the interface behavior. This frictional bar model takes into consideration a possible differential displacement between a node of the soil and the previous related node of the reinforcement. This differential displacement is linked to the tensile force within the reinforcement strip by the mean of a supplementary parameter, called C I , which refers to the soil-inclusion interface stiffness. The full model allows also considering failure criteria, which will not be used here, as it is chosen to perform the full numerical analysis in the elastic domain. The full description of this model is available in [13] .
Since no experimental data are available to calibrate this parameter, it is given a value in the same order of magnitude as the similar parameters in [13] or [33] : the interaction coefficient C I is taken equal to 10 MN/m 4 .
Reinforcement strips are connected to the facing panels using some special steel connection pieces. While reinforcement bars elastic properties are well known (from [10] , [21] , see Table 4 ), connection pieces are actually softer than reinforcement [34] , which must be taken into account in the numerical model. Figure 16 provides an estimation of the stiffness of connection elements. On the basis of these results, it has been chosen to take the Young modulus of the connection element equal to 14.8 GPa (12 times softer than the strip). From a numerical point of view, these connections are taken as the geometrical extension of bars within the facing.
Mesh
The whole experimental embankment has been represented by an equivalent 3D meshed volume. The ground, facing, ballast layer, sublayer and sleepers were represented by a total of around 31,100 quadratic elements (15-nodes triangular prisms) for 47,000 nodes.
Special care has been taken to select mesh size, in order to ensure correct waves propagation into the modeled continuum. For a maximal applied frequency of 40 Hz, the minimum wavelength λs in the embankment is around 1.5 m, as shown in Table 2 . Following [35] , the mesh characteristic size is taken as close as possible as λmin/10. In order to ensure reasonable computation times, however, the mesh is finer for the reinforced part of the embankment and coarser for the classical embankment. The size of the elements varies between 10 cm near the sleepers and 1.6 m at the bottom of the classical embankment, as shown in Figure 17 . along the x-direction and discretized in nine 3-nodes friction bar elements. to zero for the bottom, the right and the left side of the structure (Figure 17 ). It has been assumed that lateral walls as well as the soil underneath are infinitely rigid and the friction in each direction at those interfaces is enough to restrain any displacements, which is in agreement with experimental observations. This also avoids the use of numerical procedures such as boundary elements or absorbing layers (a full description of the available techniques is presented in [26] ) to take into account a potential transmission of waves into the surrounding space, which would lead to higher complexity of the model and a larger number of elements. Although this set of boundary conditions tends to simplify the numerical procedure, this choice has been verified by performing numerical parametric studies, in order to estimate for example if shear displacement along concrete walls should be taken into account. Finally the presented set of boundaries conditions tends to give the most accurate answer of the modeled embankment, compared to the actual experimental behavior.
Results and discussion:
This section presents the numerical results at the positions of sensors within the embankment. The numerical results are compared with the experimental ones, in order to assess the validity of the numerical model. Figure 22 shows that computed vertical displacements have the same order of magnitude than the experimental ones. But, despite some numerical parametric tries (not exposed in detail in this article), it has not been possible to reproduce numerically the displacements spectra obtained experimentally. A possible explanation of the differences between numerical model and experimental results could be the linearization of the backfill Young's modulus (Figure 15 ), which may lead to an overestimation of the modulus in the top of the backfill. However, this approximation is not likely to explain the difference between the shapes of the curves. It is also possible that the difference between both curves is due to the casing used to place the LVDT sensor (see Figure 4 ), which has not been modeled. The localization of this casing can actually locally modify the wave structure, leading to numerically misestimating the displacement in this area.
Incremental tensile force distribution along the strips
Incremental tensile forces along the strip #46 (whose position is shown in Figure 3 The shape of the numerical spectra is in good agreement with experimental spectra, while the magnitude of tensile forces given by the model is quite close to the experimental ones. Only in the very beginning of the strip, the model tends to underestimate the actual tensile force by a factor 2 on average of the spectra. Nevertheless these results are very satisfying under the assumptions made, and especially considering the fact that the computation has been performed in the time domain and not directly in the frequency domain, as explained in part 1.3.
Numerical incremental tensile force values in strip #36 presents similar frequencydependence as experimental ones. But it has not been possible to get exactly the same results, as the numerical model tends to overestimate the tensile force increment, compared with real values. These incremental vertical stresses are computed, on the basis of the experiment, by comparing the maximum attained stress during the dynamic load to the in situ stress measured during a static 55 kN load. Using the hypothesis of linearity justified in part 2.1, one can derive the value of the increment of stress caused by dynamic amplitude variation. Stresses relative to a 35 kN static loading have been directly measured by sensors [21] .
Incremental vertical stress distribution
Experimental vertical stresses values coming from sensors located close to the ballast are subjected to interpretation, because of the high heterogeneity of the material itself, and the rearranging of grains from a loading sequence to another. Nevertheless, the model fits well with the experimental data for levels deeper than ballast-sublayer interface: magnitude, as well as frequency dependence is well predicted by the model. Experimental and numerical data show that the increase of stress due to dynamic loading is concentrated at the top of the reinforced structure, and the dynamic variation of confining pressure around reinforcement strips will only affect the first and second reinforcement layers (located at 75 cm and 150 cm of depth).
It can also be noticed that stress distribution depends on the frequency, but the shape of the stress-depth distribution curve is similar for all frequencies.
Synthesis
The model gives good predictions of the horizontal displacements spectrum at different depths, as well as vertical stress at sublayer/backfill interface.
It gives accurate order of magnitude in terms of vertical displacements, but the spectrum obtained numerically differs from the experimental one. This may be caused by the casing borehole used to insert displacement sensor.
The proposed model gives satisfying results for tensile force increments in strip #46.
In strips #36 results are less satisfactory.
On the whole, the agreement between measurements and simulations is relatively good, given the assumptions made to keep the model simple and to avoid the introduction of too many parameters :
in the first place, the reinforcement-ground interface stiffness has been taken the same for each layer (cf part 3.2.3), which may be the strongest assumption of the model, as this parameter actually depends on several complex phenomenon, such as local confining pressure, restrained dilatancy, etc… A special analysis of this local interface phenomenon will be the task of a future article.
-the choice of global damping values (cf part 3.2.2) also plays a role on the numerical values of tensile forces in reinforcements.
-in the last place, one can question the influence of the choice of a continuous wall to model the facing panels (cf part 3.2.1), and of the boundary conditions on the dynamic response of the model. Figure 28 clearly shows that the dynamic loading directly affects the vertical stress applied on the strips for the first and second level of reinforcements, and the inertia terms cannot be neglected. It also shows that the numerical model is able to reproduce accurately this stress variation, in term of magnitude and frequency dependency.
Finally, the proposed 3D model is found to be acceptable, since it has been compared with real measurements data in different points. Moreover, since all data have been compared in the frequency domain, it can be advocated that the model is able to give the time-response of each chosen parameter, in each point of the considerer 3D geometry. It will be then
Conclusion and perspectives
In loading. Especially, it will be possible to focus on the influence of the strips on behavior of the embankment. It will be also possible to better model the facing as well as the loading, in order to simulate a real passing HST.
